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Abstract
LTPS has potential capability to realize various

kinds of circuit integrations on panel glass because of
its relatively higher field effect mobility of around 100
cm2/Vs. Recent progress of LTPS technologies and
advanced technologies, which are generally called
System on Glass (SOG), will be discussed. The
technology includes circuit integration, photo-sensor
integration for input functions, and display quality
and performance improvement.

1. Introduction
Remarkable advantage from Low Temperature Poly-
Silicon (LTPS) technology for Active-Matrix Liquid
Crystal Display (AM-LCD) is integration of
peripheral circuits on panel glass [1][2]. LTPS has
potential capability to realize various kinds of circuit
integrations on glass substrate, since it has relatively
higher field effect mobility of around 100 cm2/Vs. In
contrast a-Si TFT technology cannot follow because
of its small mobility of 0.5 cm2/Vs.
In its beginning stage of practical usage of LTPS for
AM-LCDs, cost effectiveness was stressed mostly by
introducing driver circuits, resulting in elimination of
driver ICs from Printed Circuits Boards (PCB). In the
case of LCD applications, LTPS offers many
advantages such as higher aperture ratio by reducing
TFT area, better mechanical reliability by reducing the
number of electrical interface connections, and better
space utilization by designing an interconnection free
area on 3-sides of a display. LTPS technologies
progressed rapidly and widely. Both CMOS and
PMOS circuit types had been in practical use. Higher-
density integration using more precise design rule
adoption has also been developed [3][4][5][6].
Recently, novel value added displays had been
proposed using LTPS technologies. For example,
memory storage drivers for low power consumption
displays, arranging SRAM in each pixel [7][8].
Another example is input display which can operate
both as image scanners and displays, where each pixel

has both a TFT addressed ITO electrode and a photo
sensor for light detection [9]. Organic Light Emitting
Diodes (OLED) displays require enough current to
drive OLED. LTPS TFTs are suitable and essential for
this purpose [10][11].
This paper describes recent progress of LTPS
technologies and advanced technologies, which is
generally called System on Glass (SOG) [12][13].
The technology includes circuit integration, sensor
integration for input functions such as touch panel and
scanner, etc.[14][15], and display performance
improvement. Views on future promise of the
technologies are discussed as well.

2. Circuit Integration
Figure 1 shows added value on the display related
hardware as a function of relative integration density
of circuits. Driver ICs on PCB in a-Si TFT AM-LCD
typically use elemental circuits such as shift resister,
DAC and timing controller. The original purpose of
introducing LTPS technology was to integrate these
circuits on the display glass in order to reduce
manufacturing cost. Elemental circuits such as CPU,
memory, MPEG, etc. where high-density integration
is required, should be charged to latest LSI
technologies because of capability of high
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Fig.1 Estimated added value as a function of
relative integration density
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performance functionality and cost effectiveness.
At the early stage of LTPS introduction, only S/R and
driver circuit had been integrated. CMOS or PMOS
structure was chosen depending on display
performance required. The design rule of such devices
had been mainly three to four microns because
manufacturing infrastructure was based on a-Si TFT
technology. Recently, progress of lithography
technique enables 1.5-micron design rule up to Gen-4
mother glass size. Figure 2 shows the latest example
of 2.2 QVGA LTPS-LCD where highly integrated
circuit is introduced. It contains digital DAC driver
with reasonable peripheral size, power supply control

for buffer amplifier, etc.
In the case of reflection type LCDs, almost all area
under the pixel electrode can be used in various ways.
A good example is to locate digital memory such as
SRAM in each pixel, which stores a data signal
without any power supply, resulting in extremely low
power consumption.

3. Sensor Integration
If a display has an input function, it would obtain
higher added value with lower integration density as
shown in Fig.1. They are touch panel, scanner,
digitizer etc. Figure 3 shows schematic diagram of so
called input display . A pixel consists of two kinds of
structures. They are a conventional display- element
unit with addressed TFT and ITO electrode, and a
photo sensor unit. Peripheral circuits include a display
driver, a signal processor for photo-sensor, and a
common gate driver.
In the input display, light from the backlight unit
goes through the LCD cell, is reflected by objects
placed on LCD surface, and a photo diode responds to
the reflected light intensity. If color filters are placed
in the LCD, color divided signals can be easily
obtained. We fabricated a 3.5 QVGA input display
which has a photo sensor on each RGB sub pixel. It
can read both a white/black picture and/or a color
picture, and reproduce them on the same display.
The input display has various potential applications.
Figure 4 shows an example of a touch panel, in which
a photo sensor responds to the reflected light from a
human finger. Figure 5 shows light pen application.
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Fig.2 Block diagram of a 2.2 QVGA LTPS-TFT
LCD
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Fig.3 Schematic diagram of so called input display
Fig.4 Image of a 3.5 QVGA touch panel display
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Light from light pen directly incidents on photo sensor.
We can write characters and pictures on the LCD, and
we can see displays at the same time.
The idea of input display can be applied using a-Si
technology, since a-Si has good photosensitive
characteristics. However, LTPS has remarkable
advantage because an amplifier circuit can be added to
each sensor to detect slight incident light, and a signal
processor can be added on the glass to reduce the
number of outer connections.

4. Better Picture Quality
Performance of LTPS is often indicated by field effect
mobility. The value is around 100 cm2/Vs compared
with 0.5 cm2/Vs for a-Si TFT. The area occupied by
TFT and storage capacity (Cs) in a pixel can be
reduced by 1/4 or more by LTPS. The increase of
aperture ratio, or increasing resolution with the same
aperture ratio, is derived from LTPS. The former leads
low power consumption because of reduction of
backlight power, or higher brightness with the same
backlight luminance. The latter is much more suitable
for mobile application to realize higher resolution
displays. Figure 6 shows pictures of a 2.4 QVGA and
a 2.4 VGA for comparison. Resolution of VGA is
332ppi, which is four times denser compared with
QVGA of 166ppi. One can recognize more precise
map information from the VGA display.
Recently, OLED displays have progressed rapidly.
AM-OLED displays for PDA, DSC, and cellular

phones have a place on the market. Since OLED
required greater current flow for obtaining enough
luminance to the display, LTPS TFTs are often more
suitable for practical use. LTPS TFTs have enough
current supply capability with good Vth stability for
long term operation.

5. Thin and Slim
Two major requirements for mobile displays are low
power consumption to save battery operation time and
lightweight and thin design to improve portability. As
for thickness, market requirement and practical
achievements in 12.1 XGA of year-to-year are shown
in fig. 7. Key technologies are to thin LCD glass
substrates and reduce light guide thickness by optical
design. Because of vast elimination of outer circuit
parts on PCB by circuit integration, the LCD structure
becomes simpler to assemble as shown in Fig. 7.
Therefore, thinner displays can be realized and are
now commercially available.
Glass plate can be bent when thickness is below 0.1
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mm. A curved display is one application for thin
LCDs. In this case, the fewest number of outer
connections by TAB at only one side of the display is
essential to simplify for thickness and curvature.

6. Views on Future Promise
Figure 8 shows technology evolution of future LTPS
displays. Circuit integration might be mainstream,
followed by value added function integration. They
form technology of SOG. OLED must be considered
as a promising technology for future displays, because
of its high picture quality with slim and thin structure,
and low power consumption without backlight.
Figure 9 shows technology road map of LTPS.
Generation 1 to 3 was the step-wise improvement,
depending on introducing new technologies. Design
rule of display and circuits changed from 4 micron to
1.5-micron fine lithography technique such as 1.5-
micron aligner, dry etching, and highly stable ELA etc.
Generally said, human eye can recognize one minute s
separation. This derives that a resolution of 400ppi is
preferred for cellular phone by using distance of 25
cm from eye. 200 ppi might be required for PCs by
using 40 cm distance. Displays should satisfy such
requirement. Technologies have to be prepared in
advance.
Added value function by integrating photo sensors on
glass would offer various kinds of applications.
Typical examples are shown in Fig. 10.
As described above, LTPS technologies expand every
active matrix display related application. LTPS has the
potential to apply to many requirements. Next
generation technology will be achieved both through
breakthrough and step-by-step improvements.

7. Summary
LTPS technology progressed very rapidly in the past
several years. Advanced System on Glass
technology seems to be distinct and strong application
in active matrix displays. SOG combines advances in
circuit integration and value added function
integration. It might create new added value to various
kinds of display applications. It will also improve
picture quality and device form of thickness, size and
curvature, etc. LTPS must be a promising technology
for future displays of AM-LCDs and AM-OLEDs.
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Fig.8 Technology evolution of future LTPS displays
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Fig.9 Technology road map of LTPS
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